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Agenda
● Introductions & Our Team
● Differentiators
● Approach
● Q&A
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Brin Owen, Fare Collection Subject Matter Expert
Jacobs | San Francisco, CA

● Director of Jacobs Payment Systems group with 20+ years of professional and 
PM experience in transportation industry

● DPM for next generation ORCA in Seattle, PM for hop Fastpass in Portland, 
provides program oversight for Honolulu Holo Card and San Francisco Clipper 
program

Our Team
Curtis Pierce, Project Manager and Principal-in-Charge
Four Nines Technologies | Berkeley, CA

● PMP and Agile Certified with 25+ years of PM experience and 10+ years 
dedicated to working with transit agencies

● PM for next generation ORCA in Seattle, fare collection projects with Metro 
St. Louis, Madison County Transit, EMBARK, OCTA; leads Four Nines’ fare 
collection practice
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Amy Martin, Deputy Project Manager
Four Nines Technologies | Berkeley, CA

● 5+ years experience in fare collection and regional transportation planning
● Consultant for next generation ORCA in Seattle, DPM for fare collection 

projects with Metro St. Louis, Madison County Transit, EMBARK; previously 
supported design, testing, & implementation of Sacramento’s first smart 
card fare payment system as part of lead agency



Kathleen Gilligan, Change Management Lead
Four Nines Technologies | Oakland, CA

● 30+ years experience working with diverse stakeholders to create alignment 
and consensus between disparate groups on technology projects

Our Team
Ed Pollan, Fare Collection SME
Four Nines Technologies | Seattle, WA

● 40+ years experience in fare systems planning, design, and procurement as 
a consultant and on agency management teams
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Craig Jaffe, Financial Management Lead
Four Nines Technologies | Corte Madera, CA

● PMP and licensed CPA with 20+ years experience in enterprise and transit 
technology, business process requirements analysis, and software selection 
and implementation



Caleb Larson, Consultant
Jacobs | Portland, OR

● Member of the Jacobs Payments System Group experienced in software and 
systems engineering support as it relates to electronic payment system design

Our Team
Laura Wolfgram, Fare Policy Lead
Four Nines Technologies | Chicago, IL

● Fare Policy practice leader with more than 10 years experience and a deep 
understanding of relationship between fare structure and fare technology 
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Kirstie Hostetter, Consultant
Four Nines Technologies | Boston, MA

● Experienced in projects blending fare policy and fare collection 
technologies, peer review research, ridership and revenue modeling, and 
UI/UX experience



Our Team
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Our team members have worked on more than 20 fare collection projects to 
develop fare collection strategies, gather requirements, design systems, 

and procure & implement new technologies for transit agencies.



● Collaborative team with the necessary specialized expertise 
○ Fare collection technology strategy & implementation
○ Requirements gathering & specification development
○ Procurement strategy & support

● Successful experience of staff teaming together on complex fare 
collection projects 

Our Team
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Differentiators
● Established Partnership

○ Currently jointly engaged on three other fare collection projects

○ Key team members have been working together for 10+ years

○ Complementary strengths and knowledge bases to provide Capital 

Metro with the expertise needed for this project
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Differentiators
● Pioneers of Modern Fare Collection Systems

○ Fully implemented two account-based systems, one hybrid 

card/account system, and supporting strategy, procurement, and 

implementation for three additional systems

○ Experienced in split procurements, account-based open architecture 

systems, enterprise scale IT system implementations, retail networks, 

mobile ticketing, SaaS fare collection products, supportive fare policies, 

and more

○ Knowledgeable of vendor landscape and an understanding of their 

strengths and weaknesses
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Differentiators
● Rigorous Requirements Management Approach

○ Proprietary Four Nines Requirements Tool provides cradle to grave 

traceability throughout the life cycle of the project for all requirements



Guided by Your Goals
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Vendor & Peer 
Research

Needs 
Assessment

ConOps & 
Strategy

Cost Estimates, 
Implementation 

Planning

Procurement 
Strategy

Activities

- Define systems & 
services to procure
- Evaluate options
- Recommend strategy

- Define key 
implementation objectives
- Develop roadmap
- Estimate costs

- Conduct addtl. 
Interviews
- Review & gather addtl. 
data

- Conduct interviews
- Review background info

- Conduct peer interviews
- Conduct vendor 
interviews
- Oversee vendor demos

Deliverables

- Procurement Strategy- Implementation Plan
- Cost Estimates

- Fare Systems Strategy 
& ConOps

- Needs Assessment 
Notes

- Peer Review
- Industry Review
- RFI

Customer 
Service 

Planning

Functional 
Spec. & RFP 
Development

Design & 
Implementation 

Support

Testing & 
Performance 

Validation 
Support

Future Phase 
Planning

Activities

- Provide strategic & 
technical advice

- Participation in & 
oversight of testing

- Installation planning & 
oversight
- Implementation planning
- Transition to new system

- Req. Tool set-up
- Conduct requirements 
workshops
- Support procurement 
activities

- Conduct customer 
service workshops

Deliverables

- As needed- Review & Comments on 
Test Plans & Procedures

- Review & Comments on 
Detailed Design Docs

- Technical Specifications
- Other RFP Components 
as needed

- Customer Service Plan



Leaders in Fare Collection
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● Four Nines led
● Strategic Plan, System Procurement & 

Implementation
● Curtis Pierce (PM & SME), Brin Owen 

(DPM & SME), Amy Martin, Craig Jaffe, 
Kathleen Gilligan, Laura Wolfgram, Kirstie 
Hostetter, Caleb Larson (Consultants)

● Jacobs led
● System Procurement & Implementation
● Brin Owen (PM & SME), Curtis Pierce 

(Payments Expert), Craig Jaffe (QA 
Planning), Laura Wolfgram1, Caleb Larson 
(Consultants)

1 While w/ CH2M



Leaders in Fare Collection
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● Jacobs led
● Fare Collection Study, System 

Procurement & Implementation
● Brin Owen (Senior Advisor), Curtis Pierce 

(Payments Expert), Laura Wolfgram1, 
Caleb Larson (Consultants)

● Jacobs led
● Clipper Strategic Planning, Design, 

Procurement, Implementation & Ops 
Support, C2 Strategic Planning 

● Brin Owen (PM), Curtis Pierce, Craig Jaffe 
(Technical Advisors)2, Laura Wolfgram2 

(Consultant)

1 On the Fare Collection Study while w/ CH2M
2 While w/ CH2M
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Appendix



Case Study: Sound Transit
Curtis Pierce, Amy Martin, Brin Owen, Craig Jaffe, Kathleen Gilligan, Laura Wolfgram, Kirstie Hostetter, Caleb Larson

Project: Providing consulting services as Seattle Region replaces its 

first-generation smart card with open architecture next generation system

Role: Four Nines was selected as prime consultant to lead the consulting team, 

which includes Jacobs, throughout the 5-year contract 

Activities: Developed concept of operations, transition plan, high-level design, and 

statement of work including over 2,000 functional requirements. Currently 

overseeing Conceptual Design Review and will oversee vendor management, 

design, testing, and implementation in 2021

Results: Almost three years in, we have achieved every milestone on time or early, 

including the release NTP for the Systems Integrator RFP in October 2018. Working 

relationship with client and our subconsultants (including Jacobs) is excellent
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Case Study: Metro St. Louis
Curtis Pierce, Amy Martin, Brin Owen, Kathleen Gilligan, Laura Wolfgram, Kirstie Hostetter

Project: Providing fare collection consulting service for mobile ticketing as follow-on 

to eight year long smart card project + fare policy consulting

Role: Originally through Booz Allen Hamilton, then through CH2M, and now as Four 

Nines we are supporting procurement and implementation of a new hybrid 

account/card fare collection system

Activities: Developed system architecture, front and back end integration design, 

led split procurement and providing implementation support. Developed RFI, 

ConOps, and RFP for mobile ticketing that will integrate w/ smart card. Providing 

support for integration with neighboring agency MCT  

Results: Split procurement (smart card) and RFI (mobile ticketing) led to more 

vendor participation and strong, competitive procurements. Select system 

components came online faster than in a monolithic procurement. 18



Case Study: TriMet
Curtis Pierce, Brin Owen, Craig Jaffe, Caleb Larson

Project: Providing consulting services for planning, design, procurement, and 

implementation of the Hop Fastpass electronic fare collection system

Role: Jacobs is the prime consultant leading the consulting team, which includes 

Four Nines 

Activities: Developed concept of operations, procurement strategy and support, 

cost estimates, partnership agreements, and technical specifications. Led fare policy 

reform effort, facilitated launch of robust retail network, and supported launch of 

virtual transit fare card. Continuing to support implementation

Results: Launched system leverages open architecture and APIs, providing 

flexibility as technology and agency needs change in the future. Implementation of 

fare capping and retail-based fare distribution network has improved customer 

experience through increased equity of fares and system access  19



Cap Metro’s questions
1. In what cities have you implemented an account-based fare system? When? What system did you implement? What was your role vs. other consultants and the agency’s staff?

2. We are looking for a fare consultant that is an expert in fare systems, that has knowledge of best practices, what technology and products are currently offered by the key 
manufacturers in this space and in what direction the technology and market is moving. Someone who has already done, what we plan to do. Who in your team has this knowledge and in 
what capacity and at what availability level are they assigned to our project?

3. Please describe your experience (using past performance examples of the proposed project team SMEs) in providing subject matter expertise in fare collection on tasks on an as 
needed basis.

4. Please describe how you maintain your fluency in fare programs, policies, and technology.

5. Please describe engagements where you leveraged the fare programs, policies, and technology to recommend a cost-effective solution. Include how ROI fits into a solution.

6. Please describe engagements where you have implemented different technology vendors and provided a seamless customer experience?

7. Please describe how you see fare programs, policies, and technology progressing in the future.

8. Please describe any initiatives you have worked on involving MaaS.

9. Do you see any changes to Title 6 (requires transit agencies to cash option)? How have you worked with customers to provide a cost-effective solution but still be Title 6 compliant?

10. What part does Four Nine deliver vs. Jacobs and who is ultimately responsible for performance on this contract?

11. Considering the small size of your firm, what is the bandwidth and availability of your top technical experts' time?

12. Has your firm worked on similar projects for TriMet, Honolulu, Seattle and/or San Francisco, and if so, please tell us what specific role your team members filled in these 
implementations?

13. Exceptions presented in your firm’s price proposal suggests you will use a subcontractor (Jacobs). Is this correct? If so, why the need for a subcontractor?
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(a) Vendor & Peer Research
● Activities

○ Conduct peer interviews

○ Conduct vendor interviews

○ Oversee vendor demonstrations

● Deliverables
○ Peer Review

○ Industry Review

○ Request for Information
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(b) Needs Assessment
● Activities

○ Conduct interviews

○ Review background information

● Deliverables
○ (informal) Needs Assessment Notes. Lessons learned from Needs 

Assessment will be formally captured within Fare Systems Strategy & 

ConOps deliverable
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(c) ConOps & Fare Collection Strategy
● Activities

○ Conduct additional interviews as necessary

○ Gather and review additional data as necessary

● Deliverables
○ Fare Systems Strategy and Concept of Operations
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(d&e) Implementation Planning, 
Cost Est. Development

● Activities
○ Define key implementation objectives

○ Develop roadmap with optimal phasing and sequencing

○ Estimate implementation, capital, and O&M costs

● Deliverables
○ Implementation Plan

○ Cost Estimates
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(f) Procurement Strategy Development
● Activities

○ Define the systems & services to be procured

○ Evaluate procurement options

○ Recommend a procurement strategy

● Deliverables
○ Procurement Strategy
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(g) Customer Service Planning
● Activities

○ Conduct customer service workshops

● Deliverables
○ Customer Service Plan
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(h) Functional Spec & RFP Development
● Activities

○ Requirements Tool set-up

○ Conduct requirements workshops

○ Support procurement activities, including pre-proposal conference, 

bidder Q&A, proposal evaluation, interviews, BAFO, and negotiations 

as requested

● Deliverables
○ Technical Specifications in RTM Format

○ Other RFP Components including Evaluation Criteria, Price Sheets, 

KPIs, etc. as requested
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(i) Design & Implementation Support
● Activities

○ Installation planning and oversight

○ Implementation planning

○ Transition to new system

● Deliverables
○ Review & Comments on Detailed Design Documents
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(j) Testing & Performance Validation Support
● Activities

○ Participation in and oversight of testing

● Deliverables
○ Review and Comments on Test Plans and Procedures
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(k) Future Phase Planning
● Activities

○ Provide strategic & technical advice

● Deliverables
○ As needed; may include white papers, additional peer reviews, and fare 

strategies and other fare policy work
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